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*  Scan and eliminate virus, Malwares / Rootkits upon found. *  Eliminate viruses / Malwares that cannot be eliminated by  most
antiVirus applications. *  Scan the systems and find spyware, adware and other types of Malwares / Rootkits upon found.
*  Help you to create an awareness on your computers to prevent future attacks from the internet. *  Scans the systems even
without internet connections. *  Eliminate all the viruses/malwares/rootkits upon found. *  Scan and have a look on the local
files; where there are kept the viruses or malwares without it being launched. *  AntiVirus application free of charge. *  Scan
and have a look on the internet. *  Scan and have a look on the local pc files; where there are kept the viruses or malwares
without it being launched. *  Scan and have a look on the internet. *  Scan and have a look on the local pc files; where there are
kept the viruses or malwares without it being launched. *  Scan and have a look on the local pc files; where there are kept the
viruses or malwares without it being launched. *  Scan and have a look on the internet. *  Scan and have a look on the local pc
files; where there are kept the viruses or malwares without it being launched. *  Scan and have a look on the internet. *  Scan
and have a look on the local pc files; where there are kept the viruses or malwares without it being launched. *  Scan and have a
look on the internet. *  Scan and have a look on the local pc files; where there are kept the viruses or malwares without it being
launched. *  Scan and have a look on the internet. *  Scan and have a look on the local pc files; where there are kept the viruses
or malwares without it being launched. *  Scan and have a look on the internet. *  Scan and have a look on the local pc files;
where there are kept the viruses or malwares without it being launched. *  Scan and have a look on
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SoftControl AntiVirus Crack is a tool for  scanning and killing Malwares, Viruses, Rootkits in Windows environment. Cracked
SoftControl AntiVirus With Keygen can detect Malware, Viruses, Rootkits in either forms (Local, Network, Email). It comes
with built-in Firewall and IPS (Intrusion Prevention System) capabilities. SoftControl AntiVirus uses a  light-weight 
technology  that  does  not  consume  any  resources  but  runs  silently  on  the  background  to  detect  Malware, Viruses and
Rootkits  and  then  kills  Malware, Viruses and Rootkits.  When Malware, Viruses and Rootkits are  detected, SoftControl
AntiVirus  notifies  the  user  via  its  visual  notification system,  by  popping-up  a  dialogue  window  and  then  using  the 
SoftControl AntiVirus control panel  to  execute  the  action  of  killing  Malware,  Viruses  and  Rootkits  to  keep  the  system 
free  of  Malware,  Viruses  and  Rootkits. SoftControl AntiVirus Features: To provide high security to end users SoftControl
AntiVirus has  a built-in firewall and IPS. SoftControl AntiVirus is a software  designed  to  provide  users  with  real-time 
security ,  and  Intrusion  Prevention  capabilities.  It  can  detect  Malwares,  Viruses,  Rootkits,  and  Antivirus malware 
and promptly  notify  the  user  to  take  appropriate  action  against  Malware,  Viruses  and  Rootkits.  SoftControl AntiVirus 
helps  to  protect  your  system  from  Intrusion  by  providing  you  immediate  notifications  of  detected Malwares,  Viruses 
and  Rootkits.  It  requires  very  low  resources  and  Power  consumption  to  detect  Malwares,  Viruses, Rootkits  and  anti-
Virus  Malware. SoftControl Anti 09e8f5149f
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✔ Get extra protection for your system, the only security tool with AntiVirus, AntiSpyware & Firewall ✔ Perform fast, full
system scans for anti-virus and rootkit detection ✔ Many hard to remove malware like KeRanger, the notorious trojan. ✔
Comes with anti-spyware and firewall - a must have for every computer system ✔ Thousands of free updates & no need to
register ✔ Run from your Windows desktop like any other software, not like a standalone application Get extra protection for
your system, the only security tool with AntiVirus, AntiSpyware & Firewall Protect your system from the known risks with the
award winning security application that protects you from the most malicious virus threats, hackers and other known malware
threats and shows detailed warnings and messages so that you can take action to protect yourself immediately before you are
attacked. It also provides high levels of protection against viruses, spyware, rootkits and spyware on your PC from hackers. It is
designed to run directly from your Windows desktop and works in conjunction with your existing security programs to provide
additional protection. SoftControl AntiVirus is the only security tool to combine a complete AntiVirus and AntiSpyware
package with firewall and rootkit protection. It is available as a freeware application and has a free version, a professional
version, a Plus version and a Home version. Unlike other security applications, it comes with many extra features that can be
added if you choose to install the Plus version. With SoftControl AntiVirus you are guaranteed that your system is safe and
protected from the most malicious threats and vulnerabilities. New virus and spyware detection engines are regularly updated
with the latest virus and spyware definitions to ensure that your security remains first rate. Why SoftControl? Features It has a
complete, integrated AntiVirus, AntiSpyware, Firewall and Rootkit tool that can do a full system scan and clean-up in seconds
and identifies the rootkit threats that are lurking deep within your PC. It is the only security tool that combines anti-virus, anti-
spyware, firewall and rootkit protection. It is also designed to run directly from your Windows desktop and works in
conjunction with your other security programs for maximum protection. SoftControl AntiVirus has thousands of free upgrades
and no need to register, in fact, the updates are automatically downloaded and installed for

What's New In SoftControl AntiVirus?

+ Scan the entire computer to find Malwares / Viruses / Rootkits upon found. + Easy to use. + Preview the infected file /
system. + Stealth Scan: Scan and help eliminate Malwares / Viruses / Rootkits upon found. + Scan the entire computer to find
Malwares / Viruses / Rootkits upon found. + Extremely fast. + Easy to use. + Preview the infected file / system. + Stealth Scan:
Scan and help eliminate Malwares / Viruses / Rootkits upon found. + Scan the entire computer to find Malwares / Viruses /
Rootkits upon found. + Extremely fast. + Easy to use. + Preview the infected file / system. + Stealth Scan: Scan and help
eliminate Malwares / Viruses / Rootkits upon found. + Scan the entire computer to find Malwares / Viruses / Rootkits upon
found. + Extremely fast. + Easy to use. + Preview the infected file / system. + Stealth Scan: Scan and help eliminate Malwares /
Viruses / Rootkits upon found. + Scan the entire computer to find Malwares / Viruses / Rootkits upon found. + Extremely fast.
+ Easy to use. + Preview the infected file / system. + Stealth Scan: Scan and help eliminate Malwares / Viruses / Rootkits upon
found. + Scan the entire computer to find Malwares / Viruses / Rootkits upon found. + Extremely fast. + Easy to use. + Preview
the infected file / system. + Stealth Scan: Scan and help eliminate Malwares / Viruses / Rootkits upon found. + Scan the entire
computer to find Malwares / Viruses / Rootkits upon found. + Extremely fast. + Easy to use. + Preview the infected file /
system. + Stealth Scan: Scan and help eliminate Malwares / Viruses / Rootkits upon found. + Scan the entire computer to find
Malwares / Viruses / Rootkits upon found. + Extremely fast. + Easy to use. + Preview the infected file / system. + Stealth Scan:
Scan and help eliminate Malwares / Viruses / Rootkits upon found. + Scan the entire computer to
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